
12/13 Dear Jenifer, Last night Bud was here 
and we went out for supper. ail put,on the 
Chinese outfit I got her three years age, 
%doh reminded us that we had never told you 
Ache size trousers we had asked you to get. 
Thus reminded, I have just measured her. She 
apparently though there might be some confusion 

.4_ between Chinese and our sizes,.and I am con- 
cerned that all of her be accemodated, which 
will adcount for the extra measurement: 

waist 34 
ps 43 

Inseam 4-28 (not longer) (But of tours, 
this can be altered .here) 

Paunch 41. 
There is no rush, and we surely hope 

you will not burden yourself or SHE (or is it 
HER?) during the Xmas rush. Although Lil is 
reluctant to cause you any,trouble or spend 
any money, she is quite comfortable in these 
pants and I do want her to have another pair. 
So, whenever it is not.too. much trouble for 
you, whenever you are again near iili's, we 
much appreciate it, and we do not want you 
not to tell us what they cost, please. 

On another subject, when I took the 
feebee—fixed VOX cassette machine back again 
for the factory to try and unfeebeeize it 
again, I found that the new Sony tapes with 

u.  audio sensor are now available here. I also 
/\ learned that there is a new kind(TD14)more 

costly and supposedly higher fi.liten-you 
speak tahyour expert again, would you please 
ask if tey represent any advantage in voice 
only? I now have an adequate supply and will 



use them first, but it wouldbe good to know for 
the future. As of now, I do not expect to go out 
investigating again until at least after the end 
of the tax season, for Lil will depend on me. for 

transportation and we so need that slight income. 
If I didn't tell you, I did a real stupid 

thing in packing for this recent trip. I forgot 
the Aiwa pickup, ,which fits the TC-40, taking the 
gOM, which doesn't fit the Sony by mistake. Thus 
I had to depend on the undependable ind with an 
important phone conversation, I got nothing. I 
had taken the VOM only so I could dub if I had 
any sire time, like weekends, and then couldn't 
do that, either. 

Thanks and best, 

In the next, I' 1 	u,41d,%ng .the Kis- 

singer India-Pak. backgrounAing that 
Goldwater put in the Congressional Record. The 
Post printed it this a.m. 


